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Abstract: A dataset is presented consisting of 19 Lithium-ion cells obtained from notebook batteries1

with a calendar aging of 5 to 10 years, containing their response to a characterization test at 0.3C2

and a performance test consisting of 100 charge–discharge cycles at 0.35C. The resulting capacity3

degradation patterns are assigned to two classes, separating cells classified for repurpose in low4

power devices and recycling. Using a boosted decision tree to classify the dataset relevant features5

are analyzed. Particularly, a classification error appears when using the coulombic discharge6

capacity from two cells that exhibited a low discharge capacity regarding the rated value during the7

characterization test, but which exhibited a higher capacity during the performance test, estimated to8

occur due to a transient short-circuit interrupted by a local separator meltdown. An open platform is9

described that contains the characterization and performance of aged cells from notebook batteries,10

aiming to build a large database comprising different aged batteries.11

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; second life; 18650 cell; circular economy; boosted decision tree;12

machine learning13

1. Introduction14

One of the challenges of reutilizing increasingly complex technology is the vast quantity of15

products, which although built in similar formats, contain components of different internal geometry,16

chemistry and quality, which in the case of Lithium-ion batteries influences the degradation trend17

observed during aging [? ]. Only in the cylindrical 18650 format, more than 256 cell types from 3318

different manufacturers can be found [? ]. Classifying aged cells will require expertise in extracting19

features during a characterization process, that are in practice related to the performance in a second20

life, which will depend on the dataset of analyzed batteries. In other words, a train dataset for a grading21

process is required (see Figure 1), which will contain a finite number of cell samples (#), characterized22

using specific tests, and tested after a time ∆t to measure their performance under representative23

second life conditions. Here the time represents the transition between the characterization and the24

deployment of a real device, which in the case of cells obtained from consumer electronics may last25

around months. The results of the performance test will be labelled with a class y, depending on wether26

they provide the desired performance for a second life battery, which in return can be used to train a27

classification model f (X) for a specific cell type, where X correspond to relevant features resulting28

from the training process. Last, the trained model f (X) can be used to predict the class ŷ of cells in a29

test dataset, which corresponds to the continuous process including the collection of aged batteries,30

their disassembly to a cell level and the characterization of the cells to obtain the relevant features31

X. The creation of a train dataset is important, because in the test dataset the feedback that can be32

obtained to improve the classification model after the cells are sent to their destination is limited, due33

to possible differences of the second life with the performance test (ex. higher temperature fluctuations,34
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other configuration of series/parallel cells resulting in different current rates and depth of discharges),35

or simply because the cells were sent to recycling and information about their performance can not be36

retrieved. Interestingly, few work has been done in this area so far [? ], and most second life projects37

neglect the need of a train dataset for an efficient classification process.38
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Figure 1. Grading process
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2.1. Aged batteries53

A dataset consisting of Samsung ICR18650 28A cells is analyzed, chosen because it is a cell type54

commonly found in notebook batteries [? ] [? ] [? ]. The cell type seems to be currently in production55

and costs $2.25 - 5.17 per unit [? ]. The datasheet is from 2008 [? ] and specifications are a rated56

current of 2.8 A (1C), a nominal capacity of 2.8 Ah at 0.2C discharge after 4.3 V charge and until 2.75 V57

discharge, a standard charge of 0.5C and a maximum discharge rate of 2C. The cells contain a positive58

temperature coefficient (PTC) [? ] and the disassembly showed that it contains a current interrupting59

device (CID).60

The mean weight of 53 cells is 46.48 g. One cell was opened in a Globebox to measure the weight61

and geometry of the internal components, and results are summarized in Table 1 and an example62

shown in Figure 2. The cell is built using a central foil comprising the positive active material coated63

over two sides of aluminum, two plastic separators at each side, and the negative active material coated64

over two sides of a copper foil. The positive tab is located in the interior of the roll, and the negative65

tab located at the exterior of the roll. The chemical composition of the active material, separator and66

electrolyte is unknown. The active material on the negative electrode falls from the copper sheet easily67

during disassembly, and thus the negative electrode might be slightly heavier than the measured68

value.69

                
                

                  
              

                       
               

              
                 

                   
              
                  

                 
    

 Considering that aging tests involve a significant amount of time with a limited capacity for 
parallel testing in an individual facility, this tremendous task will be best achieved through a joint 
effort. One way to deal with this problem is the creation of a database of aged Lithium-ion products, 
which includes a characterization and performance tests under different use conditions of a wide 
number of used batteries. A similar idea can be found in the work of Novak et. al. but for new cells [? ]. 
For this reason, an open access database has been developed and is available via GitHub at 
www.circularbattery.org). This article serves two purposes: it provides results of aged cells of 
a specific type, and highlights relevant features to train a classification model, and it is itself an 
example of test results that can be uploaded to this open platform. If a large database is created 
from this effort, a perfect database for testing advanced algorithms (ex. machine learning) to 
detect features, failure modes, among others, will be freely available to the public to encourage the 
use of second life batteries. In this article, we research an exemplary cell type, build a small 
database, and train a classification model with relevant features.
2. Results52
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Table 1. Constructive parameters

Characteristic Value

Cell (g) 45.98
Can (g) 6.2

2x Separator (g) 8.1
Positive electrode (g) 13.4

Negative electrode (g) 8.8
Active area (cm2) 741

Aluminum collector (µm) 50
2x Positive active material (µm) 130

Separator (µm) 25
Negative active material (µm) 90

Copper collector (µm) 70

(a) optical (b) surface
Figure 2. SEM image of negative active material over copper

2.2. Characterization70

The process is divided into the extraction of features mostly from one charge and discharge cycle,71

the transformation and selection of certain features, and at last an analysis of the retrieved features is72

provided. Figure 3 shows examples of the code used to decipher the manufacturing date x0 according73

to [? ], and figure 4 shows features x1 to x10.74

Figure 3. Feature x0
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Figure 4. Features x1 to x10

The following transformations were applied to obtain the calendar aging t0 (years), the 1s
discharge resistance (mOhm), and the time between tests ∆t (years):

t0 = x1 − x0 (1)

r0 = (x3 − x4)/0.84 (2)

∆t = x12 − x1 (3)

It is noticed that the coulombic discharge capacity x7 has a perfect correlation with the energy75

discharge capacity x8 (ρpearson = 0.99). Given that they provide redundant information, the coulombic76

capacity is preferred for the following analysis because is commonly used as a feature in second life77

literature.78

Figure 5 shows 20-bins histograms for each feature in the dataset. The dataset contains cells with79

a calendar aging t0 between 5.7–10.2 years, an initial voltage x2 between 2.25-–3.76 V, a 1s discharge80

resistance r0 between 74–167 mOhm. The incremental capacity (IC) analysis shows peaks x5 located81

between 3.37–3.62 V with magnitudes x6 between 1.57–4.56 AhV−1. The discharge capacity x7 is82

measured between 0.94–2 Ah. After discharge, a 1s voltage rise x9 between 3.06–3.13 V is measured,83

and a voltage recovery after 10 minutes x10 between 3.55–3.76 V. The characterization was conducted84

at temperatures x11 between 25.8–34.5 ºC, and the time between characterization and performance ∆t85

of 0.4–0.6 years.86
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Figure 5. Feature histograms

2.3. Performance87

Cycling tests were performed at temperatures between 28–42ºC, and each capacity array corrected88

to 30ºC using a linear regression, to reduce the influence of temperature fluctuations in the measured89

capacity degradation patterns. Figure 6 shows the trajectories of the discharge capacity. Cells that90

exhibit a capacity higher or equal than 60% at the 100th cycle were classified for repurpose (y = 1,91

blue), and the rest for recycling (y = 0, black), and shown in Figure 6. Notice that this classification92

is arbitrary and could be modified depending on the device built with second life cells. Most of the93

cells in the database exhibit a slow degradation rate at 0.35C discharge. Particular results involves94

cells #7, #9 and #13–17, for which contrary to expectations in the first 10 cycles the discharge capacity95

increases, and cells #6 and #11 with a marked exponential degradation trajectory, probably resulting96

from Lithium electrodeposition [? ]. In average, the classes exhibit a mean degradation rate r of 0.01%97

per cycle for repurpose and 0.03% per cycle for recycling. The latter is a remarkably slow rate for cells98

retaining around 40% capacities, comparing the results to a set of aged Sanyo UR18650FM cells tested99

under similar conditions [? ].100
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Figure 6. Classes labelled from performance test

2.4. Trained model and feature relevance101

Using XGBoost and an 11-fold cross validation to predict the class of each cell ŷ, the accuracy102

contained in Table 2 is obtained for each feature feed alone to the algorithm. The Pearson correlation103

coefficient is provided calculated over the complete dataset. Following the convention from Schuster104

et. al. [? ], mostly weak or no correlations are calculated, and only a moderate negative correlation is105

observed between the voltage recovery x10 and the class. Table 2 shows that the voltage recovery x10106

provides the best information for classification achieving 81.8 ± 32.1% accuracy, and other variables107

analyzed do not contribute additional information that can improve the accuracy. Similar results108

can be obtained combining the information from the location of the IC peak x5 and the coulombic109

discharge capacity x7 (81.8 ± 32.1). From this it is determined that the relevant features corresponds to110

X = {x5, x7, x10}.111
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Table 2. Accuracy and correlation

Feature(s) Accuracy (mean ± std. %) ρx,y

t0 45.5 ± 39.6 -0.05
x2 36.4 ± 43.1 -0.13
r0 45.5 ± 39.6 -0.09
x5 50.0 ± 42.6 0.03
x6 63.6 ± 37.5 0.27
x7 77.3 ± 32.8 0.42
x9 45.5 ± 39.6 0.06
x10 81.8 ± 32.1 -0.54
x11 45.5 ± 45.0 -0.40
∆t 68.2 ± 32.1 -0.26

x5 | x7 81.8 ± 32.1
t0 | ∆t 72.7 ± 24.9
x2 | ∆t 72.7 ± 32.8

3. Discussion112

One of the questions that arises in this dataset is, if the classes shown in Figure 6 are clearly113

distinguishable by the capacity – running XGBoost using the initial capacity obtained from cycling114

achieves 95.5 ± 14.4% classification accuracy, where the error can be related to the small dataset and115

the influence of cross validation, where does the misclassification of the coulombic discharge capacity116

x7 comes from? Figure 7 shows the coulombic discharge capacity x7 in the horizontal axis versus the117

initial coulombic discharge capacity of the cycling test in the vertical axis. The scatter plot shows that118

these features have a moderate correlation (0.62) due to two outliers, cells #1 and #3, which exhibited a119

low capacity during the characterization, but a high capacity during the first discharge in the cycling120

test. Moreover, cell #3 corresponds to the best performance in the dataset. Smaller variations observed121

for other cells are probably related to the temperature fluctuations during each test and the different122

calendar time between tests.123
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Figure 7. Coulombic discharge capacity x7 vs. the initial coulombic discharge capacity of the cycling
test.

As shown in Figure 8, during the first CCCV charge cell #1 experienced a self-discharge event after124

reaching 4.1 V (vertical black dashed line) that results in a long time for charge (>12 h), 5 Ah measured125

during charge, but only 1.1 Ah during the following discharge. Given that the maximum capacity of126

this cell should be around 2.8 Ah, the only possibility that in the voltage range of 3 - 4.2 V a charge127

of 5 Ah could be measured is if this transitory self-discharge is a product of an internal short-circuit,128

which is interrupted when the separator melts in the affected area. A similar event was detected for129

a Sanyo UR18650FM cell in [? ], which is usually accompanied by a surface temperature rise above130

regular temperatures. Although no previous scientific literature has been found analyzing a possible131

cause for this event, Jia et. al. [? ] show that a small mechanical deformation can produce an internal132

short-circuit that is blocked after the separator melts at the contact point of the electrodes. The authors133

show that the voltage of the cell recovers after this transient short-circuit, and that during posterior134

cycling can behave as an undamaged cell. Other characteristics of the transient short-circuit analyzed135

in [? ] involve a longer CV charge phase due to a leakage current and a shorter CC discharge phase due136

to the loss in capacity resulting from the isolated active material. These findings match the observation137

depicted in Figure 8, where after its occurrence, the cell can operate normally without any notice of138

damage, as shown by the higher capacity tested during cycling in Figure 6. In the case of cell #1, rather139

than a mechanical deformation, a more likely cause for the short-circuit could be Lithium dendrites140

appearing after extensive cycling aging, although the first can not be completely neglected, because141

the cells were collected from batteries destined to recycling which may have experienced mechanical142

damage during collection and transportation. For the other outlier cell #3 it was only possible to143

observe an unusually long CV phase as shown in Figure 8, when compared to cell #10 shown in144

Figure 8, which corresponds to one of the best performers in the database, and a low efficiency of 1.4145
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Ah measured after charge followed by 0.9 Ah during discharge. Despite of the facts described here,146

detailed research about this event should be done.147

Figure 8. Voltage and current measurements during characterization for cells #1, #3 (dashed) and #10
(dot-dashed)

The results of the cycling test can represent the use of a single cell in a USB power bank like the148

ones shown in Figure 9: most circuits are designed for 1 A charge and discharge.149
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Figure 9. Power banks

4. Materials and Methods150

A dataset of 19 Samsung ICR18650 28A cells obtained from 11 notebook batteries was analyzed.151

First, a characterization test consisting of one charge and discharge at 0.3C following the protocol in152

Table 3 was applied. A cycling test consisting of 100 cycles at 0.35C following the protocol in Table 4153

was applied after half a year to the same cells. The characterization represents a test to extract features154

on the condition of the aged cells, whereas the cycling test represents the performance in a second life.155

Table 3. Characterization using constant current (CC) and constant voltage (CV) phases.

Step Phase Parameters End Variable Code

Manufacture date x0
1. Charge CC, CV 0.84 A, 4.2 V 0.084 A Characterization date x1

Initial voltage x2
2. Rest 10 min Voltage drop x3

3. Discharge CC -0.84 A 3 V Voltage reduction x4
Location, magnitude incremental capacity peak x5, x6

Coulombic, energy discharge capacity x7, x8
4. Rest 10 min Voltage rise, recovery x9, x10

Test mean temperature x11

Regarding specific features, the voltage drop x3 corresponds to the voltage after 10 min. rest156

after charge, the voltage reductionx4 to the voltage measurement at after 1s at 0.84 A discharge. The157

location x5 and magnitude x6 of the incremental capacity peak is calculated by sampling at 10 mV the158

voltage during discharge, and detecting the location and magnitude of the maximum change ∆Q/∆V.159

The coulombic discharge capacity x7 corresponds to the cumulative charge during discharge, and the160
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energy discharge capacity x8 to the cumulative product of the voltage and charge during discharge.161

The voltage rise x9 corresponds to the 1s voltage measurement after discharge stops, and the voltage162

recovery x10 to the voltage measurement after 10 min. rest. At the end, the mean temperature x11 of163

the test is calculated.164

Table 4. Performance using constant current (CC) and constant voltage (CV) phases.

Step Phase Parameters End Variable Code

1. Charge CC, CV 1 A, 4.2 V 0.05 A Cycling date x12
2. Rest 30 min

3. Discharge CC -1 A 2.8 V Cz Tz
4. Rest 30 min

Repeat z = z + 1 1–4 z = 100 times

The discharge capacity Cz is corrected to account for temperature fluctuations by obtaining the165

slope α of a linear regression between Cz and Tz, afterwards correcting the capacity using C∗z =166

Cz − α(Tz − Tre f ). The features determined from the characterization tests are normalized using167

x̂ = (x − min(x))/(max(x) − min(x)) to produce values between 0 and 1, where x is the original168

variable and x̂ is the normalized variable. A boosted decision tree (XGBoost) is applied to forecast the169

class of each cell using a k-fold cross validation, were the k = 11 corresponds to the number of batteries,170

which represent different first life conditions. The python code is attached for further information.171

5. Conclusions172

A dataset was presented consisting of 19 Lithium-ion cells obtained from notebook batteries with173

a calendar aging of 5 to 10 years, containing their response to a characterization test at 0.3C and a174

performance test consisting of 100 charge–discharge cycles at 0.35C. The resulting capacity degradation175

patterns were assigned for repurpose and recycling. Using a boosted decision tree to classify the dataset176

relevant features are analyzed. Particularly, a classification error appears when using the coulombic177

discharge capacity from two cells that exhibited a low discharge capacity regarding the rated value178

during the characterization test, but which exhibited a higher capacity during the performance test,179

estimated to occur due to a transient short-circuit interrupted by a local separator meltdown. An open180

platform was described that contains the characterization and performance of aged cells from notebook181

batteries of different types, aiming to build a large database comprising different aged batteries to182

improve the conclusions that can be derived from the small dataset presented in this article, and to183

foster research on second life batteries.184
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CC Constant current
CV Constant voltage
PTC Positive temperature coefficient
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